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seminar Uniform Spaces 1975,-1976 

Two examples of ref'lections

J. Pelant Sld J. Vilímovský

Two ccnstructions of modifications <set preserving 

reflections) are presented.·These construc�ions give ex
amples of modifications with unbounded point-character 
and of quite "large" modifications not preserving Cauchy

filters. Connectiona w:it h Katětov-Shirota theorem are ad

ded. 

Definition 1: For any uniform space X, let �{X) be 
a family of aubsets of X :ťul:ťilling the :following: 

( *) ior a mapping f: X-+ Y being either uniťorm embed
ding or Cartesian projection ( i.e� X = 1T X9 , Y = X8, f =
= 1T 8: X� Y) and S: E <i(J&----there is ť [Sl E t./(Y).

Let further J'l, be a modification in uniform spaces. 

We denote Mdf ('S,�) the class oť all uniform spaces X 
such that S E � for all S e Cf (X). 

Proposition 1: The classes Mdf (CS,u◄i) in Definition 
1 are modifications, !J=l, c Mdf {<S ť:R,) 

Proof: is. easy veri:ťying that Mdf ( CS ,:Ji) ia clos ed 
under products and subspaces. 

Now we turn our attention to an interesting example. 
At first we recall a concept of a bcunded set in a uniform
apace (cf. [ H ]). A aubset B of a uni.ťorm apace X ill be
called bounded if all uniformly continuous real valued
tuncti�ns on X are bounded on B. Th following proposition 
ia essent ially proved in (H) : 

Proposition 2: The following properties of a subset

B of a uniform space � are equivalent: 
(1) Bis bounded
(2) For any uniformly continuous mapping ť: X_..E, E be- _
ing a topological vector space, f lB) ls bounde� in E (_�.e.
t t BJ is absrobed by all aeighbourhoods oť zero in E). ·
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(3) For each uniform v icinity V of the diagonal oť X the•
re is a positive integer n such ihat BJ( Bc vn 

•

{4) For each Q.L uniform cover oť X there ia a point Xtl 
-

n and a positive integer n such that st Cx,'2t) (the n-th 
'U.-star of x) containa B. 

A uniform space X will be called absolutely bounded if X 
1s bounded in itsel.ť. Obviously, the families 53 (X) of al 
bounded subsets and Q, � (X) oť all absolutely bounded s 
sets oť X satisí'y the condition ( *) from Definition 1. O 
can immediately see that for any A E Q.,J3(X), Bc A implies 
B' E :2 (X). Th�re is the converse question whether each bo 
ded subset of X cen be embedded into some absolutely boun 
ed subs.et of X • The answer is negative as shows the ťoll 
wi� 

Example 1: Let M be an in.ťinite set. =-cao [Ml denote 
the family oí' all infinite countable subsets of M. Take a 

�Q 

countable disjoint family .f Sn l c [ MJ O and a maximal

almst disjoint system :P c [ M ] ...-c.>
0 such that .\:Sn J c

Take a i:ertition .( �n \ n é 4> i of � such that Sn E a
For each S E. � ·, we add a new point -l S i and if S f; � 

we join { S J by intervals of length n exactly with pointa 
contained in S ( i.e. a hedgehog with thorns of length n is 
built above each tS J ) , for S E 3)0, H{S) denotes the
correaponding hedgehog. Put X = M u ViH(S) J S � P j • We 
take on X a uniformity 'U inductively generated by 
.(. Ir(S) \ S, E � � • M is bounded w.r. t. (X, 'U) as �ach infi• 

nite countable subáet of M intersects some member of !P

in an inf'inite set. 
If Q is a bounded set containing M, then there is n

0 
and

a uniform cover � of X such that st ;n.0 (-<. SJ, !J") does n 
intersect Q for any S E :? n• n� n

0
• Now consider the :fami·

ly -{Sn \ n � t'AJ l and we see that there is an unbounded
uniformly continuous real-valued mapping defined on Q 
fspe cial pro JE rt ies of � and ( Sn 1 are employed}, hen'"

ce Mis not contained in any absolutely bounded set. 
However every uniform space can be embedded into an abso
lutely bounded space because one can check that every in
jective uniform spece is abs�lutely bounded. 
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Taki� for <1 (X) in Definition l the fa�ily of bounded 
subsets of X and for 1l, all precompact apacea, we obtain

so called BP-spaces (see _([ D .l). Example 1 ahowa that thia 
clase is distinct t'rom the class Mdf' <,�33 ,Precompact)

Definition 2: Let 'K , be a famil::y ot subsets of x.

We define order of 3e by ord � a aup -C card � I � c: 3(, 1 
n�+ fj J

Let (X,?L) be a uniform space. A point-character pc (X,9l) 
1s defined as the leas t infinite cardinal number ce, such 
that there ·1s a base of 'U, whose all membe�s are ot order 

\ 

·. . .. 

lesS: than � • In studying modi.tications preserving Cauchy ... _ 
\,. ,

lilters (see [P31l ther e appeared an importance ot modifi• · �. ,
cations wi th unbounded point-character. We are going to show . :-· 
that point-character of BP-spaces ·is not bounded by any car-· .. '. 

. . . 

dinal, nevertheless, BP-modification does not pre serve Cau

chy filters. 
We need the following 

Lemma: Let X be a uniform apac;e. X 6 BP iff. no infini
te countablf diecrete subset of X is bounded. 

Proof: The only question arises which implication·._•· ia 
more trivial. 

Construction: Let (X,,U) be a uniform space. Let� 
be a uniform cover of X. { Tn \ n � CcJ 

O 
-l ia a disjoint sub

family of � • For -( 1J' n ( n E ti> 0i we define a eove-r

(�$) [.-{,1/'n� ,{Tnšl =.<7-{Tnln e_tÁJo·�)v

u U { 1t 01' Tn \ n f! tV 
O 

I

The set of all c·overs of the form ( # ,t) represent� a base 
oť a uniformity. Denote this uniformity by Z('U,), a uniform 
space <x,Z('U,)) will be denoted by Z(X). Lemma and Proposi•. 
aition 2 imply that Z(X) is BP for each uniform space x.·

(The tact that Z(X) an d X have the same set of all·countab
le discrete seta ·is helpful.) 

Consider now .l
a, 

(oc..) where oe, is an infinit.e cardi• 
nal number. It is shown in [ P2 J that pc 4 l

oO
(�) )- ?! t.<, •

i <l
c0 

Cee)) differs :from �
"" 

Cee.) only on countable dia-

, . .  ·, 
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crete f'amilies, so it is not bard to see thet the point
character of' Z ,.-i. Cee ) ) is large. 

Def'inition J: For ..1lr a modification in uniform spa• 
ces with the ref'lector r we de:tine a class r r of' unif'orm 

A 

spaces in the f'ollowing way: X E r r iff' rX is complete 
" 

where X stands f'or the completion of X. 
One can easily prove the followin& 

Propos ition 3: (1) r r is always a modificat ion 
(2) X� r r 1f'f' rX has the same Cauchy filtera as X1
(3) if :Jl, c ':f w ith reflectors ·r, s· then r r c: r

8

For � closed unler complet ions, 1 t holde 
(4) � C T' r 
( 5) x 1s r r if:f rX • :X
Proof': (1) Let xa be :trom fY r• 

is f'iner than rr r� complete, hence 
Analogously for subspaces. Statements 
evident. 

......-- "" 
lT X = 1T X8, r 1T

r � is complete, 
(2) - (5) are self'-

Remark: Let c be a modification into the spaces proé 
Jectively generat.ed by all uni.formly continuous real value 
:f'Unct ions. 
The class r c 1s then the .field ot validity of Katětov-S 
rota theorem which asserts that all topologically fine uni 
.form spaces having its basis consist ing of covers of non
measurable cardinality are contained in r c• J. Pachl [P1l
generalized this result to the class of all sub-inversion 
clos ed spaces with basis o.f nonmeasurable covers. One can 
see :trom Proposition 3 that making products and their sub• 
epaces we do not get out o.f r c•

Theorem 1: r
BP 

• BP. 

Proof': . The incluaion :, fo llows :trom Proposi tion J 
because BP 1s evidently closed under compl etions. 
Conversely, take X complete such that BP (X) is again comr 
lete. For Ba bounded subset of'.X, Bis bounded also in 
BP (Xl because boundedness depends only on uni.formly conti• 
nuous functiona Ceee Proposition 2) hence Bis relatively 
compact in BP. (X) am so_B 1s precompact in x.



Corollory: r c is contained in BP.
The following theorem ahows· that there is not a signifi

cant connection betwee n a combinatorial complexity of a 
uniťorm space and Cauchy filtera. 

Theerem 2: Two follow:1118 assertions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists an Ulam measurable cardinal
(2) r r has bounded point ·character 1ft (:Jt,r) is the pre
compact modification. 

Proof": (1) > (2)

Obviously, if r 1s a precompact modiťication then 
= Precomp. 

r ·=
r 

Let r be distinct from the precompact modificati on.Then a 
countable uni:formly discrete space N lies in :Jt and so 
each countable uniform partition of any X is a uniform co
ver of rX. Take s metrie space (M,f) of point-character 
o& • Define a base of a metrie uniťormi ty /JJ,, on M ,c. N by 
�n = {-C<m,j)j I mEM,j.6nJu-{Bf (mlx-t,U\ mf:M, 

ii., 

Cle ar ly, point- harac ter of t M >< N, 'll l is oe and r(M ,c.. N, 'U.)

and (M,.:.N '11,) have the sam collection ·of Cauchy filters 
because each countable partition of Mx is uniformly lo
cally uniform and all cardinals are non-meesurable. 

(2) - � (1)
!f there is .an Ulam measurable cardinal then r (pl is s

pl 
separable modification) contains no uniform space of po nt-
character greater than some measurable cardinal. 

Concluding remarks: Mdf ('-S, 3i.) in Definition l is a 
generalizat ion of the concept K* r, here K is a clas - of 
uniformspacea, r a modiťication; these claase a�e studied 
in t V l (K* r is a class of all s paces wi th th property 
that eacb uni:formly continuou� map from a spac Y. :'l X into 
X factorizes through rY.) 

There are many other pos ible gene alizations of\-Def'i·•· 
nition 1, e.g. we may put ome co�ditions on covera,·.�o 
can ťorm a clasa of all unitorm spaces whose poin -fi· it

covers are reťinable by 6'-diac ete covers etc. 



Thé problem whether r r can be the class o:f all un1
f'orm spaces f'or some nonidentical modi:fication r ia equi• 
Valent to thet one concerning modifications preservir.g 
Cauchy :filters studied in our seminar (e.g. see [P3]).
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